Stephan Nelles
Consultant, trainer, specialist author

Profile - What you should know about what I do and what I have to offer!
As a trainer and consultant, I work primarily for medium and large companies in all areas of controlling
to optimise data analysis and reporting. Primary objectives from the general perspective of my clients
and me are:
- to ensure data quality
- to save my customers a significant amount of time on reporting activities using customised
solutions
- to present quantitative data in a way that is both functional and appealing
My work includes planning and holding seminars and individual training sessions, developing tools for
financial controlling, and planning and writing textbooks in this area. Ideally, there is a rich exchange
between these three areas and the people working within them.
The Excel expert training that I offer includes:
- Excel in the field of controlling and finance
- Data modelling with Power BI
- Dynamic Reporting with Excel
- visual processing of quantitative data
- Business intelligence with Excel
The training sessions will be held as part of in-house training at the customer's premises or in my
seminar rooms in Berlin. I also hold corporate seminars and individual training sessions as webinars.
For the following areas, I develop individual tools for data analysis and reporting with Excel as the front
end:
- Import and review of data from various ERP systems
- BI solutions based on SSBI
- Dynamic data analysis and dashboards
- Multivariable reporting solutions
The main idea here is to avoid time-consuming manual analysis and use dynamic reporting tools in
marketing/sales, finance, quality management or human resources. Ideally those solutions are
embedded in a SharePoint environment.
My publications in the field of controlling and data analysis include:
- Various specialist books on Excel in controlling and finance
- Video tutorial with extensive practical examples
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Projects
Excel tools and Power BI solutions for operative controlling
Customer Reporting
January 2017 – July 2017
Concept and redevelopment of the customer reporting for a leading provider of alternative investments.
The concept reflected an interface to the company’s data warehouse. The developed solution contains
various dynamic reports which deliver project KPI’s on a monthly or quarterly basis, e.g. production data
and financial performance of hydropower, photovoltaic and other renewable energy infrastructure
projects.

Quality Data Reporting Tool
March 2015 – March 2016
BI solution based on Microsoft SSBI tools (Self-Service Business Intelligence). The tool has been
developed for a leading global food company and is used in all European markets. Uses PowerQuery and
PowerPivot to consolidate data from 3 data sources (Business Objects reports and databases).
Reproduces a business model to calculate and follow-up on drink quality and maintenance of equipment
in restaurants worldwide. Became global standard as data analysis and reporting tool/dashboard in
December 2015.

Web Conversion Dashboard
September 2015 – November 2015
Dynamic dashboard that shows various KPI’s to analyse conversion in a sales funnel from webpage visit
to test drive and offer. Developed in Excel for a leading European car company. Dashboard allows
selection of various carlines, time ranges and contains a highly variable forecast which reflects predefined time ranges but also manual data entry. Recommend by the company as European best practice
solution in December 2015. Further development in December 2015 as weekly dashboard.

Project Controlling Desktop
January 2015 – June 2015
Project controlling tool and dashboard that analysis project hours and all project costs and focusses on
various KPI like project yield, cost to complete, budget versus actuals on a classical one pager. Tracks the
financial return of projects at all stages from offer to PO to change request and project completion.
Developed for a global active project execution company based in Berlin.
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Working Hours Analysis Tool
October 2015 – January 2016
A dynamic analysis tool developed for the work council Germany of global food company. Based on
Power BI. Consolidates all time sheets and delivers results in a dynamic dashboard. Access to the tool via
SharePoint.

Telecommunication Cost Controlling Tool
September 2015 – October 2015
SharePoint-based BI tool to analyse telecommunications costs. Based on PowerQuery and PowerPivot.
Developed for the German IT department of a food company.

Quality Maintenance Program
Since 2007
Member of the global project team and responsible for reporting. In-house training and consulting,
training of partner companies, developing various controlling tools implemented globally, governance in
Germany, Europe and the Middle East
Other projects (2014 and earlier)
Development of various Excel-based software solutions, dashboards and scorecards for data analysis and
reporting. Implementation in the areas of quality management, marketing, sales, finance and HR.
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Customised in-house training concepts
Global Web-based Training
Since January 2016 –
Development of 12 online training sessions. Excel modules deal with PowerPivot, PowerView, Excel
dashboards and data models/pivot tables. Courses are held live and online globally.

PowerQuery and M on SharePoint
January/February 2015
Customized workshop for a group of Excel, SQL and SharePoint experts. Targeted on the feasibility as a
tool for the development of an integrated Power BI solution. Focus on PowerQuery and its programming
language M.

TESSI - In-house training
2007 - 2015
Development of a modular training concept for in-house training (onboarding, global IT applications,
data security). Later realised on a European level and transformed to a web-based training on a global
scale.

In-house training Federal Foreign Office
2006 - 2012
Co-development of several courses for in-house software applications (content management system of
diplomatic missions, IT manager of diplomatic missions). Conducting employee training for those
courses.

Continuing vocational training (Investment Bank Berlin)
2010 - 2012
Funding consulting, project management for SMEs in the area of IT training

Integrated training and consulting concepts (European Union)
1997 - 2001
Development of 2 integrated training and consulting projects (SQUnet and QImpulse) for Small and
Medium-sized Enterprises (SME). Co-funded by European Union. Training, consulting and coaching on
location in the areas of quality and environmental management
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Earlier internal training concepts
Planning in-house seminar series for organizations such as the Berlin Chamber of Physicians, State
Museums for Prussian Cultural Heritage, and the Berlin Institute of Technology (TU Berlin)

Development of open workshops and trainings
Excel Reporting and Power BI-Tools
Since May 2015
Development of a set of Excel courses and in-house trainings. Focus on controlling and data analysis with
both classical Excel and SSBI tools like PowerPivot, PowerQuery and Power BI Desktop. Executed in
various German cities and in Zurich (Switzerland).

Excel in controlling and finance
May 2007 bis 2015
Development of all Excel expert seminars for a leading Nordic conference provider. Executed on the
German market. Leading trainings, workshops and in-house trainings. Topics: Controlling with Excel,
dynamic reporting, PowerPivot, dashboards with Excel. Training lead of the German trainer team (trainthe-trainer).

Publications
Specialized Books
Power BI mit Excel (in preparation)
Vierfarben July 2018
Author: Stephan Nelles
The book focusses on the whole palette of Microsoft SSBI tools such as PowerQuery, PowerPivot, Power
BI Desktop and Power Services. It presents best practices for the implementation, development and
introduction of Power BI solutions on a company level.

Excel im Controlling
Vierfarben May 2016
Author: Stephan Nelles
The new edition of this Excel controlling classic is dedicated to Excel 2016 new capabilities. As there are:
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PowerPivot and PowerQuery integration, new dashboard and charting options in Excel and the Power BI
desktop, new tools for evaluating data quality.

Excel 2013 im Controlling
Vierfarben 31. August 2013
Author: Stephan Nelles
Enhancement of the previous edition. Reflects especially Excel 2013 ability to develop data models and
self-BI solutions with PowerPivot. Introduces the new DAX formulas and dashboard tools like slicers and
KPI.

Excel 2010 im Controlling
Galileo Computing 28. November 2010
Author: Stephan Nelles
This book is the benchmark for Excel and its usage in financial controlling and data analysis. On 1000
pages it covers topics like operational planning, analysis and reporting. This includes techniques like pivot
tables, OLAP cubes, charts and VBA macros and follows the practical workflow from data import from
ERP systems, evaluation of data quality, typical reports like forecasts, budget vs. actuals, YTD and
building of KPI’s.

Präsentieren und analysieren mit Excel
Galileo Computing 1. November 2008
Author: Stephan Nelles
Excel offers numerous ways of creating professional and visually appealing presentations – the 2007
version has also been developed to include many new presentation functions. If your day-to-day
operations include formatting numerical data, carrying our analyses, and presenting data, this book is
perfect because you can find out how to tackle tasks professionally! The book also covers working with
Excel as part of a team.

Praxislösungen mit Excel
Galileo Computing 1. September 2006
Author: Stephan Nelles
Excel in action! This book provides clear and concrete solutions for working with Excel in a business
environment. You will learn in a clear, comprehensible and process-orientated way how to work with the
spreadsheet computer program: manage customer data, prepare invoices, produce statistics and
diagrams, create formulae, manage warehouse data, carry out calculations, calculate and evaluate
operating costs, and manage investments and expenses.
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Training videos
Excel 2010 für Controller
Galileo Computing 15. July 2011
Author: Stephan Nelles
In this comprehensive video tutorial, you will learn how to perfect your use of Excel’s varied functions for
controlling applications. Experienced controlling expert and trainer Stephan Nelles uses numerous reallife examples to explain all relevant topics: from data import through ad hoc analysis of corporate data,
to portraying complex business intelligence. You will also learn how to work particularly efficiently using
Excel, present data in an optimal manner and automate routine activities.

Excel 2007 professionell einsetzen
Galileo Computing 1. November 2008
Author: Stephan Nelles
This comprehensive video tutorial covers a complete overview of Excel and its usage in enterprises.
Starting with tips and tricks you will find a very large range of typical examples on how Excel can be used
in the most efficient manner. Pivot tables, advanced formulas and charts are topics you will find in this
tutorial. The video explains step by step a large number of real world solutions that will help you save a
lot of time.

Languages
Deutsch, English

Skills
Financial Reporting, Controlling, Data Analysis, SSBI (Self-Service Business Intelligence), Power BI, Excel
dashboards, Reporting tools, In-house training concepts, Train-the-trainer, Web-based Training,
Microsoft Excel, Forecasts, Process Improvement
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